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#EndSARS is a Nigerian movement that is calling for the disbanding of

the Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS), an infamous unit of the Nigerian

Police with a long record of human rights abuses. The movement is a

decentralized social movement which spiralled into a series of protests

against police brutality and other forms of violence by security

operatives. The campaign received massive participation as many

Nigerians could relate with cases of high handedness and abuse of power

exhibited by security agencies in Nigeria. The hashtag began in 2017 as a

Twitter crusade to request the disbanding of the unit after several people

had been killed and many abused by forces of the unit.

www.abujaglobalshapers.org
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Members of the Abuja Global Shapers were at the forefront of the protest

giving support to young Nigerians exercising their constitutional rights.

Abdullahi Murtala, Ifeayolu Nnaedozie, Oseni Oluwatobi were at the

frontline providing support and solidarity to the protesters. With the

former Curator Adetola Onayemi who supported in sharing information

that helped in the release of arrested protesters across the country.

Alumni of the Hub Jake Effoduh educated Nigerians on their rights

during protests and led a protest in Canada to show solidarity from the

diaspora. Hub alumni Chioma Agwuegbo who is a leader in the CSO

space lent her voice to the protest and engaged her large following to

canvas for an end to police brutality. Oseni Oluwatobi founded

endsarsbrutality.com, a digital archive to document cases of police

brutality in Nigeria.

www.abujaglobalshapers.org
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#EndSARS: Healing Sessions

The #EndSARS protests that took place in Nigeria in October 2020 was
accompanied by emotional highs and lows. Some Nigerians experienced a

collective surge in sentiments related to pride in finally taking a stand
against police brutality and trauma from rehashing direct and indirect

atrocities by the Nigerian police through photos and videos shared on social
media.

This trauma was brought to a climax on the night of October 20th, when
members of the Nigerian military clamped down on peaceful protesters at

the Lekki Toll Gate.

In response to these events, the Abuja Global Shapers rallied all eight of the
Nigerian Hubs to collectively embark on a project aimed at providing

psychosocial support to young Nigerians by equipping them with skills to
tackle and cope with the trauma from the protests. A series of mental health

workshops were launched in collaboration with Mentally Aware Nigeria
Initiative (MANI) and over four events have taken place thus far.

These workshops provide a safe space for young Nigerians (including Global
Shapers) to share their experiences and emotions. Volunteer mental health

practitioners are present on issues covering trauma, panic attacks, sleep
hygiene, meditation and others. These sessions have been a positive space

for honest discussions on mental health issues.

The project will continue in 2021 following a re-evaluation of its strategic
direction.

www.abujaglobalshapers.org
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Each session is led by a Shaper with a topic chosen for discussion.

HUB PARLOUR ON
EQUITY AND
INCLUSION

The Hub Parlor is a novel

platform where members of

the Abuja Hub sit to gist and

converse on topical,

personal and trending

matters outside the

institutional formalities of

the Hub's monthly

meetings.

Our first Hub Parlor focused on

Equity and Inclusion. It was led by

Jibike Faborode, the Hub's Equity and

Inclusion lead. One key takeaway

from this session was the need for the

Hub to be more deliberate and

strategic in ensuring diversity and

inclusion in its recruitment. The Hub

also took the opportunity to review its

Equity and Inclusion Policy

Document.www.abujaglobalshapers.org
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ABUJA DIALOGUE SERIES
ON #ENDSARS 
(A STATE OF EMERGENCY)

 

Following the rise of street protests

calling for the end of police brutality

in Nigeria, the Abuja Global Shapers

on November 4, held an Abuja

Dialogue Series (ADS) edition

focused on discussing a way forward.

The event served as a platform for

key policy makers and practitioners

to share expert knowledge,

experiences, challenges, and best

practices to facilitate proactive

responses to the various protest

recommendations across the

country. 

The event featured panelists

including: Nkiru Uzodi, a senior

programme officer with Policy &

Legal Advocacy Centre (PLAC); Kemi

Okenyodo, the team lead for the

Nigeria Policing Program, a policing

reform program supported by the

UK government; Barrister Rommy

Mom, the Hon. Commissioner for

Human Rights at the Police Service

Commission; Chioma Agwuebo, an

alumni global shaper with the Abuja

hub, a social media strategist and

founding partner at CC Consulting

Services.

www.abujaglobalshapers.org
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The need for more awareness and support for Persons With Disability (PWD)

The need for grants and other financial support for disability inclusion

projects eg in education, infrastructure, technology, skill upgrade etc

The need to include people with disabilities (PWD) in decision-making

processes, to avoid creating solutions for non-existent problems, instead PWD

should be involved in creative and business processes from the beginning.

The first-ever shaping disability summit organized by the Global Shapers

Community on the 5th of October was one to remember as we had several

amazing and experienced speakers in the disability space shed light on disability

power, inclusion and the advantages of disability inclusion to and society at large,

including two members of the Abuja Hub, Juliana Imam and Jibikeoluwa

Faborode. 

The Abuja Hub was also a partner on the Disability Summit.

The summit advocated for these among others:

1.

2.

3.

SHAPING DISABILITY SUMMIT
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The Abuja Hub of the Global Shapers Community is excited to share an update on the

Hub's Tree planting project. In the past few months, the Hub has planted a total of five

thousand, three hundred and sixty (5360) trees through ten youth and development

based partners in rural and urban locations in the Federal Capital Territory.

Volunteers planted selected trees in honour of global climate icons such as Al Gore, Roz

Zander, Klaus Schwab,  Amina Mohammed and national climate icons, in honour of

their contribution to global climate action. The Hub’s leadership, and the Climate

Change Team also had an online briefing with the Climate Reality Team on the project

so far.  

A Climate Hangout was hosted by the team to bring in stakeholders and the partners to

discuss the successes, lessons and challenges of the Tree Planting Project. A panel

discussion was also held to discuss waste management and recycling, renewable energy

and health environments.

ABUJA GLOBAL SHAPERS TREE PLANTING PROJECT AND
THE CLIMATE HANGOUT

www.abujaglobalshapers.org 08



The Abuja Global Shapers has signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with one

of Nigeria’s leading private universities,
Nile University. In October, the hub had a

meeting with directors of Center for
Corporate Relations and Center for

Lifelong Learning at Nile where possible
areas of collaborations for mutual benefits

were discussed. The Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) allows the hub to use

Nile facilities for events, get resource
persons from the university, collaborate on

joint projects, and mentor Nile selected
students.

ABUJA GLOBAL SHAPERS
PARTNERS WITH NILE

UNIVERSITY ON MENTORSHIP,
EDUCATION AND

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

https://twitter.com/nileuni/status/13359707207409
45921?s=24

Hub Partnerships

www.abujaglobalshapers.org
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The Emerging Leaders Program
encourages youth in tertiary institutions
to actively engage in community driven
initiatives with the knowledge, skills and
a grant worth $3250.

The ELP is a community service award
aimed at encouraging youths,
particularly those in tertiary
institutions, to engage in community
driven initiatives.

It encourages these youth to implement
innovative solutions to some of the most
pressing social challenges within their
community. It is supported by an
International NGO based in the USA;
Selfless 4 Africa.

ELP has a national reach, empowering
Nigerians one community at a time in
the past five years ELP has made
remarkable impact through her chain of
projects.

This is the fifth year of the ELP; this
year we commissioned the Edonwik
Model School of the Future built by the
ELP 5.0 winners Team Smart gang. This
project involved the reconstruction of a
classroom block comprising three
classrooms and a staff room office in
Akwa Ibom State.

EEP
LAUNCH
IN AKWA
IBOM

www.abujaglobalshapers.org
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THE ABUJA GLOBAL SHAPERS
WELCOME 14 NEW HUB

MEMBERS
After a rigorous and extensive recruitment drive, the Abuja Global

Shapers is pleased to announce that it is welcoming 14 new

members into its Hub. From a pool of 133 applications these 14

were the top-tier, and fit in perfectly with the goals and aspirations

of the Hub. They cut across diverse backgrounds, experiences and

character.

www.abujaglobalshapers.org
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SHAPING IN PICTURES
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#THANKYOUFOR2020
#SHAPERLOVE 

"Can't wait to participate in all the activities, from
the Tree Planting to Meet The Future Initiative. It's

all so exciting! Let's kick *ss in 2021."
Aisha Aliyu Hamu 
(AGS Class of 2021)



SOCIAL  MEDIA

I N S T A G R A M :
@ A B U J A G L O B A L S H A P E R S

T W I T T E R :
@ A B U J A G S C

W E B S I T E :
A B U J A G L O B A L S H A P E R S . O R G
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